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Introduction
Modern cardiac imaging technologies allow us to determine the volume of the heart chambers non-
invasively and display their behaviour for a cardiac cycle. Volume time curves (VTC) represent the
volume trends over time and contain information about the systolic and diastolic function.
Today’s computer technology allows the possibility to derive information and values from VTC for
a vast number of subjects in a fast procedure. Comparing this information simplifies the detection of
abnormalities of the heart and classification of them. Reference values can be established to support
medical examinations.

Main Objectives

The objective of this study is to provide mathematical methods which facilitate the analysis of VTC.
The focus is the development of a toolbox of methods which enable the following tasks:

• feature extraction from VTC to build patient-customized values

• comparison of distinctive values of pathological hearts and healthy references

• classification and visualization of patient information

Consequently, a schedule for physicians will be developed which allows analysis of individual val-
ues derived from multiple imaging methods.

Materials and Methods
In this study we used RT3D echocardiography to acquire sonograms focusing on the left ventricle.
The data was taken from 231 healthy subjects aged from 0 to 20 years. The data of two pathological
patients was taken into account. For further computations 4D LV-Analysis in ImageArena (Tomtec)
was used for the three-dimensional quantification of left ventricular volume. The resulting VTC
were exported as time series and all procedures, such as the feature extraction, were done in the
Python programming language. In addition to this, weight, age, body size and heart rate (ECG)
were measured for each subject at the time of aquiring the data.
The feature extraction for VTC can be divided into three parts. The first part focuses on the compu-
tation of parameters for each individual VTC. In the second part a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm
(FFT) is applied to analyze the dynamics of the volume curve. The third part will use Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) to align the time series accordingly. In this way, VTC with different heart rates can
be aligned and related points in time can be found.
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Figure 1: Computation of parameters using the signal v and its first and second order difference quotients

Computation of Characteristic Parameters
One exported VTC, given as discrete signal v, is highlighted in black in figure 1. The clip duration
of v is shorter than the length of one heart beat. Therefore, the signal was used to reconstruct the
volume curve for three heart beats. The signal v was appended at the end of one heart beat, using
the ECG signal to estimate the cardiac duration. The missing data points were interpolated over an
equidistant vector using cubic splines.
In the next step the first and second order difference quotient was computed for v. The quotient
∆v

∆t
approximates the derivative V̇LV . Assuming an ellipsoidal shape, an even contraction in each

direction for the ventricle and a time constant cross section of the outflow, V̇LV is proportional to
the velocity ẋLV of the endocardium in the left ventricle. Accordingly, the second order difference
quotient is proportional to the acceleration.

∆v
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≈ d

dt
VLV = V̇LV ∝ ẋLV

∆2v

∆t2
≈ d2

dt2
VLV = V̈LV ∝ ẍLV

Using these three signals, characteristic parameters were derived. The figure shows the position of
end-diastolic and end-systolic volume and the maxima and minima for both, first and second order
quotient.

Fast Fourier Transform
Fourier analysis decomposes a signal into a representative sum of trigonometric functions. Fast
Fourier Transform is a fast method to convert a discrete signal from its original domain to a fre-
quency domain. Assuming the volume curve as discrete signal v = {v1, v2, ..., vn}, the operation
for the discrete Fourier transform is given by the following equation:

Vk =

N−1∑
n=0

vn · e
−j2π

k · n
N , k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (1)

The VTC can be considered as a sum of harmonic functions and a constant term. The constant
term is approximated by the mean and removed before transforming. We applied the Cooley-Tukey
algorithm. Furthermore, a Hanning window was multiplied to the original signal to avoid spectral
leakage. For the analysis of VTC, an example for the Fourier transform is given in figure 2, showing
the signal in the time and frequency domain.
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Figure 2: Fourier Analysis of VTC

Dynamic Time Warping and Distance
The dynamic time warping algorithm finds the optimal non-linear alignment between two time se-
ries. This method can be applied under the assumption that heart rate and other time related pa-
rameters are negligible. As a result, the focus lies on the volume data and the alignment to another
patient’s data. This approach and assumption lead to an alignment of maxima and minima, shown in
figure 3. Considering two time series v1 and v2 of length n and m, the algorithm constructs a mxn
Matrix and finds the path that minimizes the cumulative distance. This is done by the implementa-
tion of the following recursive function:

δ(i, j) = d(v1,i, v2,i) + min(δ(i− 1, j − 1), δ(i, j − 1), δ(i, j − 1)) (2)

For the distance d(v1,i, v2,i) the L1-Norm was chosen.
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Figure 3: Dynamic Time Warping of Two VTC

Figure 3 shows the distance measurement for two VTC. On the one hand, a simple approach is ap-
plied by using the Euclidean distance between each point. On the other hand, the DTW algorithm
alignes two VTC comparing minima and maxima of both signals accordingly. The path shown on
the right of figure 3 highlights the path for the alignment which represents the lowest cost.

Results
The results of the three parts are summarized in figure 4. It shows two scatterplots for maxima and
minima of the difference quotients and a histogram for the distances. The data for two sick patients
are highlighted in red. The blue data points are values for healthy hearts of patients with similar
weight. Correlations and clusters could be detected visually.
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Figure 4: Result for the Computation of Parameters, FFT and DTW

The pathological values significantly differ from the healthy ones for the minimum of the accel-
eration. However, the maximum and minimum for the velocity is not remarkably different from
healthy. A more detailed analysis is necessary. For some values regression models were fitted to
create reference curves. The residual sum of squares for one VTC to other 46 VTC was computed
using the Euclidean distance and the DTW algorithm. The result for the DTW shows that clusters
can be found visually.

Conclusions
•A successful computation and visualization was realized using FFT and DTW

• It will be implemented and used by physicians as a next step

•An association analysis for the computed parameters will be performed in our next study

• The acceleration of the endocardium shows a linear and non-differentiable behaviour
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